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FEDERALISM AND THE UNIVERSITIES: THE BALANCE SHIFTS by Chester E. Finn, Jr. "All democratic regimes/* James Q. Wilson re- a quarter century, enjoyed extraordinary nearly minds us, "tend to shift resources from the freedom private to make decisions on behalf of the governI refer to the federal use of the accreditation to the public sector and to enlarge the size ment. of the administrative component of government/* system Theas a principal means of determining which federal nature of the United States has encouraged postsecondary institutions may participate in cera further tendency to shift resources to the tain nationfederal programs; to the use of private needs al government and expand its bureaucracies analysis so assystems to decide which students receive to regulate the flow of resources back to financial the di- aid and in what amounts; and to the use



verse clienteles that lay claim to them. of peer review in its many variations as a key As the nation begins its third century, higher mechanism by which the government decides



which scholars shall obtain research funds. education, a genuine if limited federal client, finds itself beset on all sides by the vexing consequences Each of these three major arrangements began of its government entanglements. Academicinselfthe fifties. Each sprang from Washington's degovernment is increasingly hard to vouchsafe sire to farm out onerous tasks it was ill-equipped against the assaults of the modern welfare to state. handle directly, and from the academy's desire But the current distempers in higher education to maintain the greatest possible control over deare too easily diagnosed as Virtue defiled, an aca- affecting it. And each is now threatened cisions demic Adam lately tempted by the wiles ofboth a fedby increasing federal demands on the one eral Eve into a purgatory of affirmative hand action, and the higher education community's failTitle IX, and the Buckley Amendment. What ure toisstrengthen and modernize its management



remarkable is that higher education- intimately on the other. Should they continue to crumble, involved with the federal government for theydeare virtually certain to be replaced by mech-



cades-has had much to do with setting the terms anisms designed and run by federal officials. of that relationship. Indeed, if there is cause Senator for Claiborne Pell, arguably the federal ofanxiety today it is not simply the rather sudden ficial with the most influence over education laws, advent of obnoxious forms of federal regulation. It of remarking, "There is a great deal of is fond is that we too easily overlook the menacingtruth cracksin the old adage, 'He who pays the piper that have begun to appear in three "understandcalls the tune.' " Although Yale's Kingman Brewings" through which higher education has, ster for may be justified in retorting, slogan for slo-



gan, that Washington seems to have adopted a that I have bought the button, I have a right to design the coat" approach, the fact re-



CHESTER E. FINN, JR., is a research associate in governmental studies at "now The Brook ings Institution. His last article for Change was "The National



Foundation for Higher Education: Death of an Idea/' March 1972.
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mains that the higher education community has heretofore enjoyed a remarkable degree of autonomous influence over those procedures by which it receives federal moneys. If that autonomy seems now to be eroding, the fault may not lie exclusively along the banks of the Potomac.



creased, the Office of Education (OE), beginning



in the late sixties, tried to regulate their behavior.



These attempts pleased no one, but Washington did not want to enter the business of evaluating



each institution, and found no clear alternative to



shoring up the accrediting system. The system's weaknesses are legion. The most acute center on the question of whether accreditaThe Debate Over Accreditation tion-a system devised to attest to the educationA decision by the federal government al qualityto andput comparability of a school- has also money into higher education carries an obvious the capacity to protect students and taxpayers yet weighty definitional problem:against What is a colirregular business practices and to see lege, and which institutions calling themselves that neither is fleeced by bad operators. colleges shall be eligible for federal largesse? Much of the current debate stems from the high Washington has never fully solved that problem, rate of default on federally guaranteed student



but has finessed it by relying heavily on those pri-



loans. When students enroll in a school that is eli-



its own membership. (For a thorough and insightful account of this subject, see Harold Orlans, et



gible for participation in the loan programs, take out loans to pay their tuition, and then either drop out or find the school collapsing under their feet, they still have to repay that loan, or else the taxpayer is liable under the guarantee arrangements. A fair question, therefore, is whether the govern-



vate and voluntary mechanisms through which the higher education community seeks to define



ai, Private Accreditation and Public Eligibility.



Washington, D.C.: Office of Education, 1974.) The Korean War version of the GI Bill required



ment's standards for institutional eligibility are the U.S. Commissioner of Education to develop adequate to filter out schools and colleges of unand maintain a list of accrediting agencies " which certain fiscal and educational reliability. he determines to be reliable authority as to the The increase in complaints from students allegquality of training offered by an educational in-



ing fraud, the unconscionable default rate, and the



recognition by Washington that accreditation by a private agency was sufficient to make an educa-



ficials reason to believe the system has shortcom-



funds.



some 134,000 loans worth $134 million were in de-



stitution." The list was not binding, but the law corresponding increase in federal expenditures to nonetheless marked an important event: formal cover the guarantees have given Washington of-



ings. Figures are elusive and controversial, but tional institution eligible for receipt of public the Office of Education admits that in fiscal 1975,



The accrediting process received another infu- fault and being paid off by the government. sion of delegated power in 1958 when the National Several remedies have been proposed. RepreDefense Education Act (NDEA) specified that one sentative James G. O'Hara, chairman of the House of the definitions of an "institution of higher edu- Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, has cation, " for purposes of participation in NDEA filed legislation, as has the Ford administration. aid programs, was that it be "accredited by a naWithout waiting for Congress, HEW promulgated tionally recognized accrediting agency or associ- regulations for existing programs giving the comation." The commissioner again got the task of ac- missioner sweeping authority to render individual crediting the accreditors. institutions ineligible for participation in the guarThe general principle enunciated in these laws anteed loan program if they violate federal stanhas persisted to the present. Accreditation by an dards of behavior. Every college wishing to take approved association of neighbors or peers is one part in the program must now negotiate an agreeof the ways- for most institutions, the only ment with the Office of Education. Its requireway- of gaining access to many federal education ments include a broad range of consumer protecprograms and the money funneled through them. tion provisions, specify stringent accounting proAs programs proliferated and appropriations cedure, and forbid the school to have too high a soared, more students and more schools eyed the dropout or default rate or to become excessively benefits of participation. The universe of post sec- dependent on federal loans as a source of income. ondary education expanded far beyond the tradiIf the commissioner finds any of these stipulations tional nonprofit colleges and universities, and being violated, he can initiate steps to drop the inassociations of correspondence schools, cosmetol- stitution from the list of eligible participants. ogy schools, and other newcomers began to apply For all the cumbersome paperwork such proto the commissioner for recognition. As the cedures entail, these regulations set reasonable number and variety of accrediting bodies in- standards for the government to employ against Change/Winter 1975-76 25
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the political, fiscal, and human costs of fly-by-



night institutions, false advertising, overly zealous recruiting, and shoddy teaching. Indeed, one might well wonder why they were so long in coming. The explanation, of course, suggests a higher order of difficulty: Since the fifties, the government has tried to avoid evaluating individual institutions and has sought to leave initial eligibility



decisions and subsequent policing to the accred-



students qualify and how much money each may



receive. Needs analysis has become an incredibl intricate business, though with the trappings o



uniform objectivity: The student's family fills ou a form requesting its income and resources, the f nancial aid officer compares the bottom lines o the form with published tables and finds in the ap propriate cells a statement of how much the famil



should contribute and how much remaining



iting bodies.



"need" the student then has for financial aid.



tion all along. The accrediting organizations never



this procedure, while objective and evenhanded in their application, are highly judgmental in their



Perhaps it had been an unreasonable expecta-



embraced their delegated responsibility with much enthusiasm; and as programs have grown and proprietary and vocational schools have



But the tables and calculations at the heart of



construction. Someone has had to decide how



much a family that earns $14,000 a year and has gained access to them, the accrediting system has three children should be able to contribute toward failed to organize and conduct itself in ways cal- one's education at an institution costing $2,500-



culated to prevent the abuses and mishaps that 6,000 a year. While individual colleges may have become endemic. At the same time, accredi-



modify these tables or devise their own, the essen-



tation has also come under fire- Orlans's study tial normative judgments that underlie most fi-



and the Second Newman Report are but two state- nancial aid decisions made on most American ments of a widespread sentiment- for monopolis- campuses- including those governing the flow of tic practices that discourage educational innova- hundreds of millions of federal dollars- can be traced to the calculations and convictions of the tion and promote dull uniformity. These twin lines of attack add up to a stinging two large voluntary organizations known as the critique of accreditation: While failing to protect College Scholarship Service (or CSS, an offshoot the taxpayer and the consumer from being ripped of the College Board) and the newer American Col-



off by irresponsible institutions, it has also lege Testing Program (ACT). The NDEA student aid programs of 1958 and quashed educational diversity and reform. Many those enacted under the 1965 Higher Education will say that neither charge is fair and that cerAct gave implicit sanction to these associations when OE agreed that their tables could be used to meet the federal objectives. The government was might as well get into the business of evaluating each postsecondary institution that wants to par- thus able to sidestep the task of evaluating inditicipate in federal programs, or else that some new vidual students, and the two private organizations system be devised to take over this responsibility. flourished as a result of the broad perception that In effect, that is the message of the recent regula- a college employing their procedures was conformtainly both could not be. But if true, one has little



alternative but to conclude that Washington



tions and proposed legislation: If the academy cannot do it, the bureaucracy will.



Yet something of value may be lost. While one may question the wisdom of the government's initial decision to rely so heavily on the accreditation process, it is not altogether clear that we will benefit from leaving the definition of " college " to the federal government. If Washington retrieves



ing to federal requirements. Everyone, it would



seem, was reasonably pleased by the arrangement. The 1972 Education Amendments changed this



in part, however, for the new Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) authorized by that legislation was a different kind of program. Na-



tional in scope, BEOG is not administered by colleges and universities but directly by OE, which its delegated power, and does so at a time when devised its own needs-analysis tables based on the eligibility for federal programs has steadily more criteria Congress stipulated. The Senate Labor



to do with the future fate of individual institu-



and Public Welfare Committee- a principal



source of the program- had insisted that "the tions, a decade hence we may find ourselves wishcommissioner is not to adopt the schedule of either ing the higher education community had tried the College Scholarship Service or the American harder to evaluate its own members in ways at College Testing Student Need Analysis Service. once more stringent and less rigid. He must develop his own schedule...."



One reason for abandoning campus-based needs analysis in the BEOG program was that, however efficientisit may have been at allocating funds If the first decision about a student aid program within a given college, it offered no satisfactory which colleges may participate, the next is which



The Question of Needs Analysis



26 Federalism and Universities
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way to divide the federal pie among competing institutions. Whatever the merit of a scholarship of-



ficer's technique for determining Johnny's and



Mary's relative need for aid, the private system on which he based those judgments was of scant help



awkward time politically.



The administration struck back in the winter of



1975 by proposing new regulations for campus-



based aid programs to blunt the impact of the re-



cent alterations in the CSS and ACT contribution



to Washington in evaluating the aggregate re-



schedules. The immediate effect of the HEW regulations would have been to force the private needs analysis systems to conform to federal notions of ternative such as that mandated under the new who should get the money and how much families basic grants, run directly by the government and be expected to pay. The long-run effect, should with all its individual decisions in federal hands. however, would be a retrieval of the power WashBut the so-called "campus-based" programsington had delegated to the academy two decades



quests from Amherst and Itasca State Junior College. Hence, pressure built for a more uniform al-



earlier. Supplementary Grants, National Direct Student Loans, and College Work-Study -continued muchA flurry of controversy led to congressional as before, with college financial aid officers handhearings on the proposed regulations and to some ing out Washington's money on the basis of tables protracted negotiations among the Ford adminisdevised by CSS and ACT, or their own variants of tration, Representative O'Hara, CSS, ACT, and them. The 1972 Amendments did not alter private the "Keppel Task Force," which was trying to imcontrol of those public programs. Indeed, some pose a measure of order on the procedures of the observers have argued that by enacting the basicentire chaotic student aid enterprise. The upshot grants program to provide low-income students was a compromise in which CSS and ACT modiwith access, and by leaving the three older profied their tables and HEW agreed to let them be grams securely in the hands of the colleges for used to determine family contributions and stupurposes of encouraging choice, Congress had ac-dent aid awards for the campus-based programs tually strengthened the academy's ability to manfor one more year. The government reserved sevipulate federal funds according to its own lights. eral key variables for further scrutiny. It also imIf that were so in 1972, things had changed by posed a cost-of-living escalator as the only modimid-1974 when CSS and ACT announced sweepfication the needs analysis services would be allowed to make in their contribution schedules in ing revisions of their tables. A product of years of competition within- and between- the two future years, if they want to remain within the organizations, the alterations had the effect of commissioner's re"benchmarks." ducing the contribution that would be expected The freedom of the academy to parcel out the from families at most income levels. While billed taxpayer's money has thus been palpably conas an overdue response to the pressures of inflastrained, although Washington has not- yettion and recession on the disposable income of the wholly federalized the process. It seems unlikely American family, the overall effect of these that re- what one HEW official calls "the private visions was to make many middle-income families government" will soon recover the full preroganewly eligible for assistance; to hike the amounts tives it once enjoyed in the student aid realm. A of aid due virtually every student; to tell the indimore probable sequence will see a tendency to vidual colleges that their scholarship resources force needs analysis into a unified national system should be spread more widely (and less targeted a la the BEOG program to carry out federal policy on students from the lowest income strata) ; andpriorities, to employing private procedures only to apply pressure on the federal government to inthe extent that they are geared to those priorities crease its student aid outlays to meet the larger and behave accordingly. aggregate "need" the new tables generated. There may indeed have been merit in changing The Future of Peer Review the "needs" criteria. Certainly the financial strain on the middle-class family facing the costs of colThe third great power entrusted to the academ lege commands concern. But the Ford administraover the past two decades is that of helping t tion saw these changes as a frontal attack on bureaucracy its decide which scientific research pro policy of targeting aid on the neediest, as well as jects merit federal support. The details diffe an unwanted source of pressure to provide addiamong agencies, programs, and disciplines, o tional student assistance funds and revise its course, and it is extravagant to speak of a unifie BEOG need schedules. Moreover, Washington ofapproach to the issue. But it is correct to say ficials were miffed because, they claim, these that a very substantial part of federal outlays to changes were sprung on them without consultauniversities for research and development goes t tion or advance warning, and at a particularly support projects that have passed muster before
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jury of outside scholars called in to advise the government. In particular, most of the grants made



by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Science Foundation (NSF)- agencies



of a few institutions and a few states over " quality " graduate training and research has troubled Washington officials, and various measures,



notably the National Science Foundation's Science Development Program, have sought to diversify funding patterns and build scientific expenditures in colleges and universities- fund



that account for two thirds of total federal R&D



capacity at more institutions. Yet the bulk of the proposals that have survived scrutiny by teams of reviewers assembled from among the ranks of R&D money continues to flow to the same federal handful of universities. leading American researchers. Senator William Proxmire has led an attack on Such procedures date back to the early fifties the concentration of R&D funds in what he terms and have since been adopted by such newer agencies as the National Endowment for the Humanithe " academic oligarchy of large universities/' On ties and the Fund for the Improvement of Postthe other side of Capitol Hill, Representative John secondary Education. In its various manifestaB. Conlan describes peer review procedures as "intions, peer review has been of enormous help to cestuous," of"an old boys' system," and "monopoly ficials charged with allocating sums among eager grantsmanship." The issue, of course, is whether claimants. In addition to lending timely and spefunds are widely enough distributed, and whether the peer review process impedes such distribution. cialized expertise to program officers who could NSF has struck back with a bewildering array of not be expected to have it, peer review has injeccharts and statistics purporting to show that the ted a dose of quality control into these decisions funds are reasonably parceled out across the naand has helped safeguard them against the intrution and that peer review is adequately decentralsions of politics, favoritism, bureaucratic ennui,



ized and participatory. and Potomac whimsy. At least, so its defenders Simultaneously, another issue has erupted, old



assert.



and familiar but still capable of generating headNot everyone likes peer review, or the panels of



lines for politicians and making life miserable for readers, advisory committees, and consultants



bureaucrats: the accusation that research agenserving the same purpose. Not surprisingly, some cies, in spite or because of their review and selecof those who like it least are those unhappy with tionreprocedures, are pumping tax dollars into frivits results. A common complaint is that peer olous, offensive, or absurd projects. Proxmire's ofview has led to scientific inbreeding and logrolling and to the concentration of federal R&D dollars in fice periodically announces a Golden Fleece Award those few institutions that supply most of the re-to some grant or contract it has uncovered that in viewers. The community colleges, for example,its view egregiously wastes the taxpayer's money. charge that despite their vast and important role Senators Warren Magnuson and Joseph Biden in American higher education they are excludedhave made much of silly-sounding titles in lists of from the programs and agencies that rely on peerprojects funded by the National Institute of Edureview. Even if they engage in little basic re- cation and the Fund for the Improvement of Postsearch, they do teach science and should have ac- secondary Education (see "Hard Times for Aca-



cess to these moneys. Four-year liberal arts col-demic R&D," page 48). leges have begun to register similar complaints. Representatives Conlan and Robert E. Bauman It is an indisputable fact that federal R&D grew quite agitated about a grade school curricufunds have been highly concentrated over thelum project known as Man: A Course of Study years. Despite ups and downs in budgets and ap-(MACOS), finding its content offensive and its propriations, despite the emergence of new agen- promotion under NSF auspices a threat to local cies and the ever-changing priorities of federal sci-control of the schools (see "Science Policy,"



entific support, the first 100 universities custom-Change, June 1975). Paradoxically, this was an inarily absorb about 85 percent of all federal R&Dstance where Conlan accused NSF of abusing its money, and more than a quarter of it goes to the own peer review process by whitewashing one re-



top 10- a short and prestigious list that seldomviewer's misgivings about the MACOS proposal.



changes. The other 2,900 colleges and universities But the remedy the House adopted would have had a devastating effect on the foundation's overdivide the scraps that remain. No federal enterprise that parcels out so much all autonomy, including its ability to fund peer-apmoney to so few beneficiaries can long remain im-proved projects. In the "Bauman amendment" to mune to populist pressures to broaden its basethe NSF authorization bill, the House voted to reand let more institutions and more parts of thequire the foundation to submit to Congress lists of all its proposed grants. Congress would then have country obtain their share. Since at least the



Kennedy administration, the seeming monopoly30 days to veto individual projects.
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This notion got nowhere in the Senate- even



Proxmire admitted that burdening Congress with



review of every NSF grant was not an optimal



remedy- and died in conference. But the point has



that the national interest has been well-served by such procedures? Those who will conclude that the



nation's scientific and scholarly enterprise has been weakened may want to ask whether these developments were inevitable, or whether the higher education community might have fore-



been made and, it would appear, heard "downtown." Philip Handler, president of the National Academy of Sciences, says that Proxmire's stalled them by acting differently when it enjoyed "seemingly capricious behavior... combined withthat unstated yet extraordinary delegation of authe action taken by the House constitutes the thority manifested by the peer-review system. wedge of a powerful threat to the operation of the



peer-review system of decision making." NSF



Director H. Guy ford Stever said that the House Speculations About the Future amendment was a "signal which all scientists It will be said, perhaps fairly, that none of these



should heed" and the impression has begun to three "systems" was meant to discharge those spread in Washington that the NSF, in any case, functions it is now being taxed for having failed to is scared and will henceforth conduct itself in wayscarry out. Accreditation was a private club comcalculated to minimize this kind of congressional petent to pass on its own candidates for membercriticism. For starters, it may begin to publish theship but scarcely equipped to police their handling heretofore secret lists of names of reviewers (see of the government's money and certainly not de"Science Policy," September-November 1975). signed to regulate profit-seeking institutions that Such a response is understandable. No federal reject many of its norms. Needs analysis, as deagency can confidently proceed on its accustomed veloped on the campuses and in their associations, course after its director receives a letter from was intended to help college administrators gauge the resources and needs of individual students George H. Mahon, the powerful House Appropriations chairman, announcing that he is "sick and seeking admission, not to implement the governtired of responding to correspondence from citiment's policy priorities and political decisions zens who are blaming Congress for some ofabout the income distribution. Peer review was a form idiotic things done by a few unstable people in of the scientific quality control, not a way to distriexecutive branch" and warning, "If I discover bute federal funds among 3,000 postsecondary in'damn fool' projects which have been approvedstitutions by or a means of tailoring project conthe National Science Foundation, I am going to tents-and titles- to popular and congressional try to cut millions of dollars out of your budget." tastes. All three arrangements came into being at



Some form of peer review will doubtless survive. a time when the postsecondary universe was It is sensible and strategic, for the more recondite smaller and more homogeneous, when federal the research the less likely is a civil servant to for higher education were smaller in amount funds trust- or be able to defend- his own judgmentand of less important to the survival of colleges rethe merits of competing proposals. He has little ceiving them. recourse but to retain some system in which Yet one can concede all that and still believe knowledgeable persons share in his decisionthat andthe academy might have realized that if it did protect him once it is made. not adapt these systems to the changing condiBut the system seems destined to undergo protions in which they had to function it would one found changes. The times will not readily condone day lose the significant advantages associated



small fraternities dividing public money among with control over them. Few federal clienteles



themselves, even in the name of science. It remains to be seen how sweeping these changes will be. At the very least they seem likely to tend to-



ward broader participation, greater intellectual caution, enhanced political watchfulness, and a larger and more diversified list of beneficiaries. This new democratization will probably also be



have the opportunity to set the terms and conditions by which their members obtain the govern-



ment's money. When the clientele is as obsessed



with the importance of its freedom from federal



control- and as dependent on Washington for



funds- as higher education, it might be expected to cherish that opportunity. slower, more cumbersome, and beset with appeals, Such delegations of authority carried responsi-



reviews, and litigation. The accustomed delega- bilities at once basic and subtle. They amounted



tion of governmental authority to the traditional academic and scientific elite will be less generous,



to a revocable public trust enduring only so long



as those to whom it was granted were able and and its processes and outcomes subject to more willing to accept its terms, both stated and implicscrutiny and reversal. it. Changing times unquestionably made those Is this a good thing? A decade hence will we feel (Continued on page 63) Change/Winter 1975-76 29
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ments would have had to strengthen over, must have their fiduciary reand reform themselves, at once acsponsibility impressed upon them, Federalism and commodating the government's poleven to the extent of devising a twothe Universities icy shifts and political needs while track system capable of conforming displaying such a high degree of efto federal student aid priorities while ficiency, integrity, and rigor that no giving an honest estimate of stu{Continued from page 29) one could reasonably think they dents' true needs for other purposes. might be carried out better if federal As for peer review, perhaps the ACE officials had greater say in them. and the National Academy of SciInstead they persisted much as ences can huddle with the appropriate government officials and tailor a they had, with little apparent recognition by the leaders of American set of guidelines that open up and dethe selection of reviewers, higher education- the directors, as mocratize it terms far more difficult to carry out. were, of the three systems- that, unpreserving essential principles of Washington became a more demandchanged, they would inevitably colmerit in those programs that depend ing taskmaster, while Americanlapse. That collapse would now ap-on it, and moving toward simpler formulas in those that do not. postsecondary education evolved pear to have begun, and the resultant threat of increased federal control is into a vast and unruly array of disNone of these changes will be painparate elements. For many reasons, potentially at least as worrisome as less, but the stakes are high enough some of them good, the once warm that posed by more overt forms of to justify the attempt. The alternaclimate of mutual respect between campus regulation, though it is pertive to vigorous effort by the higher the capitol and the campus cooled to haps less visible to the college presieducation community is to leave one of suspicion and formality. Washington to its own devices. And dent or professor. The systems of delegated auth- As a short-term political strategy, that is liable to result in arrangeority were always fragile, more a prohigher education may preserve a ments that will prove far less conmeasure of autonomy in its manageduct of Washington's inability and genial to the academy. Higher educament of these systems by trying to unwillingness to perform these function has too large a stake in the tions itself than of any conviction harmonize clashing melodies that American future to surrender itself that the scientific and higher educahappen at the moment to have eager to the mercies of a politicized and bution communities had some right to audiences in Washington: the ad- reaucratized government that canministration's desire to shrink the perform them. To endure in the face not-and should not be expected of changing conditions and deter-federal regulatory role, and congres- to- comprehend the ancient values sional mistrust of the executive mined challenges, these arrange-



of self-government. ■



branch's ability to run things proper-



ly, especially in postsecondary edu-



cation.



MOVING? PLEASE NOTIFY US 6



WEEKS IN ADVANCE.



Over the long haul, however, the only way to arrest this deterioration will be through reforms that restore some of the confidence that must ac-



company delegated authority. But



even then there seems little chance of



returning to the status quo ante. Reform will not come easily, for



name



American higher education today



address



spans so many competing elements



city, state, zip
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with differing perceptions of self-interest that it is hard to pull them to-



gether on behalf of larger common check rate below w " • •  5' > goals, particularly when tough deand fill in name * 1 2 " o cisions £ and self-discipline are called and address above. 3. 05 ° =s ^ for. r- The astute leadership of the American Council on Education



(ACE) may, however, be able to



mount such an effort to revamp and up this trio of structures. At D1 year- $14 ^ S « R= « shore S D2 years $24 cjil!rt^ the very least, it would include the D3years-$32 1 z § § 5° creation of a body, perhaps linked to the new Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, to monitor and police the fiscal reliability of postsecondary Change Magazine 1 5- 8 8 5. §- institutions and on whose seal of apNBW Tower *£"S* proval federal agencies can truly rely New Rochelle * 8* o 8 


Coordinator of Research & Evaluation Institute for Personal and Career



Development. Coordinates re-



search and evaluation activities



of innovative, growing external degree programs of Central Michigan University. Doctorate preferred in appropriate field



which includes measurement



and evaluation. Experience in re-



search design necessary to evaluate academic offerings of IPCD including development of data acquisition mechanisms and maintenance of information



book of instructional data. Some



familiarity with computer programming and university teaching experience desired. $13,700$18,500. Deadline: December 19, 1975. Send complete up-to-date resume to: Personnel Office, 204 North Hall, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Ml 48859. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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